School of Business Donors
July 2013 - June 2014
$1,000 - $4,999

Individual
Renee D. Anderson and Ivan V. Anderson, Jr.*
Anonymous
Martha D. Baldwin and Jerry E. Baldwin Sr., 1967
Susie Beatty and John M. Beatty, Sr.
Anke Berlin and Andrew Mark Berlin
Vicki Campbell and Paul G. Campbell, Jr.
Jennifer Cersuolo and John Cersuolo
Mary Ann K. Colbert and Timothy J. Colbert
Garth Otto Cook*
Charlotte Lee McConnell Cox 1996 and Eric S. Cox 1993*
Dianne M. Culhane and John J. Culhane
Sarah Givler DeWolf 2002 and Benjamin Karel DeWolf 2002*
Susan Whitaker DiCamillo and Gary T. DiCamillo*
Sandra Fennell and George W. Fennell
Catherine Rebekah Gavalas 2001
Robin Ginsberg and Samuel Ginsberg
Dorothy Hatfield and Guy Hatfield
Sarah Permenter Hays 2003 and Joshua J. Hays 2003*
Jean W. Johnson and Tapley O. Johnson, Jr.*
Stephanie Latham and Zane Paul Latham 2004
Dianne Lever and Ben R. Lever III

Lynn Jaynes Macaluso and Charles Macaluso*
Patricia Fralinger Moore 1984 and Kirk E. Moore 1984
Kathy Newsome and James Newsome III
Tina Psillos Padgett 1978 and Gregory D. Padgett 1979*
Patricia Pearson and Wayne Pearson
Christopher L. Price 1991
Charles Andrew Rankin 1993*
Manda Riggs and J. West Riggs 1993
Melissa Garrison Sauls 1990 and Richard Keith Sauls 1990*
Dana L. Shillington and David G. Shillington 1983*
Karen Siegel and Robert C. Siegel*
Janie Skatell and Anthony Skatell III
Michael F. Terry 2004
Aimee Rogers Thomas 1993 and Jay A. Thomas 1993
C. Dawn Viscegli and Peter Calcagno
Kate M. Wagner and Zachary G. Wagner 1994
Mary Ellen L. Way and Charles S. Way, Jr.
Lisa B. Weil and Adolph Weil III 1979
Linda Woodside and Ben Perry Woodside III
Laura Funk Zucker 2006 and Jonathan Zucker

List reflects giving to the School of Business only. Donors who made gifts to other campus priorities in addition to the School of Business are designated with an asterisk (*).
School of Business Donors

July 2013 - June 2014

$1,000 - $4,999

Foundation/Corporate

Academy of Economics and Finance
Atlantic Coast Advisory Group of Charleston*
Atlantic Trucking Company, Inc.
Business Professionals Network Inc.
Charleston Bed and Breakfast Association
Charleston Branch Harbor Pilots
Charleston Place
Coastal Community Foundation of SC*
CresCom Bank*
Gosnell Menard Robinson Infante CPA's PA
Independent Insurance Agents of S.C. Foundation
Jones Lang LaSalle Americas

Kiawah Island Golf Resort
Lowe Wild Dunes Investors, LP*
Marine Terminals Management, LLC
Mediterranean Shipping Company, Inc.
Sauls Family Foundation
SC Chapter CCIM
South Carolina Department of Commerce
Superior Transportation, Inc.
The Harvey Ginsberg Foundation
The Mike and Mary Terry Family Foundation - DD
The Propeller Club of the United States, Port of Charleston
Transportation Consulting LLC

Lists reflect giving to the School of Business only. Donors who made gifts to other campus priorities in addition to the School of Business are designated with an asterisk (*).